1 Good Websites
(a) Find Three Good Websites Search for three websites that you believe have
good semantic mark-up, are intuitive, and generally well-designed. Sometimes
it’s the little things that make a website seem great. Explain why you picked
each in detail. For example, maybe you like how it puts focus on a form field
with bad input, or make information easy to find. Don’t forget to include the
URL in your answer.

2 Bad Websites
(a) Find Three Bad Websites Search for three websites that you believe are
terrible. Maybe their color schemes are hideous, the navigation is unintuitive,
the layout isn’t fluid, it takes too long to load, the information is useless, has
background music you can’t disable, uses animated GIFs, or just generally poorly-
designed. Explain why you picked each in detail. For example: maybe you found
a page where everything is vying for your attention. Or the font is difficult to
read. And don’t just Google “ugly websites”. Find your own and be creative in
your descriptions.